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i

“If we are alone in the universe,
it sure is an awful lot of wasted space!”

ii

CHAPTER

1

The
beginning of
the voyage

It’s summer time and it’s really hot. Álvaro has just come in from the swimming pool
at his apartment block. He is sitting in the living room playing, what else but his
favourite game ‘Clash of Clans’, on his tablet. Suddenly, he hears a very familiar
sound:

-“Ping”.
-A message - says Álvaro.

He leaves the game and
quickly opens his e-mail. He
has a message in the in-box.
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-Who can it be from?- he asks himself. He reads the name of the sender.
-Pruf Prof!- he exclaims. -What a surprise!He then opens the message and reads it out loud:

From: Pruf Prof X-60 >
To: Álvaro >
Our third voyage
26 February 2014

Hi Álvaro, it’s Pruf Prof X-60. Do you remember me? Of
course you do!
I’m close to Earth on another mission and I have some free
time. I could take you on a very special voyage. As you’ve
already visited the solar system and then the stars and the
constellations, this time I suggest that we go and visit the
galaxies. It’s a longer trip but I have no doubt that you
will like it…
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Álvaro is delighted to receive the message. He has a huge smile on his face. He
carries on reading:

If you want to come tonight, I will hover the
spaceship outside your bedroom window and collect
you. You’ll be back home in the morning. For this trip
we will need a larger spaceship, so you can bring two
of your friends, whoever you want. Galactic greetings,
Pruf Prof X-60.
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Álvaro is very happy after reading the message and he starts to think about the
two friends who will go with him on the trip.
-Yes, I will invite Santi and Alex,- he says.
So he opens his e-mail and sends a message to them both:

Hi! I will pick you both up tonight from
your bedrooms to go in a spaceship with
my extraterrestrial friend Pruf Prof.
Don’t fall asleep, it will be an amazing
voyage. We will be back by the morning
so that our parents don’t find out.
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Santi and Alex are excited when they read the message, and they start to get
ready for this big night, although they don’t take the idea of travelling with an
extraterrestrial very seriously. Anyway, they and Álvaro are all very excited for the
entire afternoon.
When night falls, all three go to their respective bedrooms. They all say goodnight
to their parents.
-Bye mum, bye dad. Sleep well,- says Alex.
-I’m going to bed, bye,- says Santi to his parents.
-I’m really tired, goodnight,- says Álvaro.
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CHAPTER

2

Heading to
the spaceship

When everyone in Álvaro’s house is asleep, he hears
a little noise coming from his bedroom window.
Álvaro wakes up and jumps out of bed.
Because of his excitement he had barely slept until
that moment.
He looks through the glass
and sees Pruf Prof waving
at him from his yellow
spaceship.
-It’s really good to see you
again!
He climbs into the
spaceship and they give
each other an enormous
hug.
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-Hi Álvaro, you’ve grown a lot since the last time- laughed Pruf
Prof.
-I’m fine, travelling all over the galaxy. It’s what I usually do. Well
Álvaro, I suppose that you have already chosen your friends. Tell me
where we have to go and pick them up.
-Yes, they both live very nearby,
I’ll show you how to get there.
Let’s go…..er…stop there- says
Álvaro pointing with his index
finger, after moving his head a
couple of times in order to get
his bearings.
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Alex and Santi cannot believe it when they see Pruf Prof’s spaceship outside
their windows. “So Álvaro wasn’t lying, it’s true. He’s got an extraterrestrial
friend and we’re going to go in a spaceship” they both think to themselves.
Once they are in, the spaceship heads away from the Earth towards another
bigger spaceship that is waiting for them. Álvaro had never seen this
spaceship. The three boys are astonished when they see it. It is huge, red
and has enormous purple spheres in the middle of it.
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When they are aboard the spaceship, Pruf
Prof introduces them to his two travel
companions.
-Come here guys, this is Cimba class oR and
this is Copak-c, they are the pilots of this
spaceship.
-Hi!- reply the three boys in unison.
-Welcome aboard- replies Cimba.
-We hope that you enjoy the voyage that
we have prepared for you- says Copak-c.
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The truth is that Pruf Prof’s companions are very different to him. They look
like they come from another planet.
Santi is so surprised by the fact that Cimba has two heads, that he can’t
stop staring, his mouth wide open. Pruf Prof, on noticing his astonishment,
explains to the three friends:
-Cimba has two heads and, as such, he is twice as intelligent as us. He can do
many things at the same time. Both of his brains work together.
-Come here,

these are your seats- he continues.
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Álvaro, Santi and Alex sit down in some large chairs. To their surprise, the
seatbelts do up automatically as soon as they sit down.
Álvaro cannot contain his curiosity any longer and he asks:
-Pruf Prof, are you all from the same planet? You are all very different.
-Yes, Álvaro. We are all from the same planet. There used to be another pilot
in the spaceship that was not from our planet, but we are all from the same
one. It’s true that we are very different,
it depends on the area of the planet
where we are born and which
tribe we are in. But we’re not ugly
are we?
-No, not at all- says Álvaro quickly.
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-I don’t know whether Pruf Prof has told you anything about our voyageCimba says to the three boys.
-No, we don’t know anything- reply Alex and Santi simultaneously.
-Well, we are going to take you around your galaxy. Then we will leave it so
that you can learn about the closest galaxies. The voyage is extremely long.
Your galaxy, like others, is very big and you need a lot of time to explore it.
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-Do you know what a galaxy is, guys?- Cimba asks the three friends.
-No- says Álvaro.
-A galaxy is a group of millions of stars, planets and nebulae which move
around the universe joined together by gravity. You can see one in the picture
on the screen.
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-But we have to be back home tomorrow- replied Santi, who was a little
worried about the time that the voyage could take.
-Yes, we know, Santi- said Copak-c reassuringly. That’s why we are going to
use some shortcuts that exist in the universe. They are called wormholes.
They connect two points of the universe and that way we can travel very
quickly. You humans still haven’t discovered them. Your scientists think that
they might exist but they have never seen one. We already use them to
travel.
-So, tomorrow morning you will be back home, don’t worry- Cimba reassures
them.
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Pruf Prof joins in the conversation.
-Right guys, let’s go, if we don’t get moving, we’re not going to get back in
time.
-Cimba class oR, please prepare the spaceship for lift-off- requests Copak-c.
-Initiating startup sequence- announces Cimba.
-Guys, get ready.
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The spaceship gradually starts to move, slowly turning round. Suddenly, it
starts up and quickly accelerates, there’s barely time to see anything out of
the windows.
20

CHAPTER

3

Travelling
between
galaxies

Cimba and Copak-c are busy typing and looking at various screens displaying
figures and routes. It’s all too difficult for the three young navigators to
understand.
-First we shall travel at almost the speed of light until we pass the orbit of
the planet Jupiter. It will take us thirty minutes to get there and then we
will enter a wormhole which our onboard computer has just detected- Pruf
Prof explains to them.
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-It’s not possible to go faster than the
speed of light, is it Pruf Prof?- Álvaro asks.
-That’s right. That is the maximum speed,
nobody or nothing can go faster. The speed
of light is 300,000 kilometres per second.
Look how fast light travels: it’s like going
from your planet to the moon in just one
second. Can you imagine it?-But that speed is nothing when you want to
travel between the stars and through the
galaxies- Pruf Prof continues to explain.
-Shortly you will see just how enormous
your galaxy is.
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-Right, we’ve just passed Jupiter’s orbit. Get ready to enter the wormhole
that we have located- Cimba class oR tells them.
-Hold on tight, it will feel like you are falling down a well. Everything is
under control, stay calm, don’t worry- Copak-c warns them.
-Keep still Alex, don’t
move- Copak-c says.
Alex was fidgeting in
his seat and was
looking from side to
side.
-It’s a bit scary- says
Santi.
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The spaceship enters a very dark area and starts to fall in a big cone….. It
was impossible to see anything, it was pitch black. Cimba and Copak-c
continue to look at the monitors. They no longer type.
After a while, Álvaro begins to wonder whether they are lost and starts to
worry. But since he trusts Pruf Prof it soon passes and he calms down again.
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They finally come out of the cone and they can see the dim light of a few
stars out of the window once more.
Cimba class oR informs them:
-We have left the wormhole. If
you look at the central
screen you can see your own
galaxy.
The seatbelts automatically
unfasten and the three
boys leap up to look at the
spaceship’s central screen.
They are amazed to discover
what their galaxy is like.
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-Wow, what a strange shape!- says Alex.
-Yes, it looks like a spiral- says Álvaro.
-Exactly, your galaxy is a spiral galaxy, which has arms full of stars. Many
galaxies are this shape. From Earth you can see one of these arms which you
call the Milky
Way, although
you also call
the entire
galaxy by the
same name.
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-And where is the Earth?- asks Santi.
-Very good question- replies Pruf Prof. -One moment. Copak-c, can you
superimpose the data layer on the screen? Thank you.
-There it is,- replies Copak-c whilst typing.
-I see, it’s far away from
the centre- says Alex.
-Yes, it’s on one of the
galaxy’s arms. That’s where
your Sun and the other
planets are, all orbiting
around the nucleus of the
galaxy- explains Pruf Prof.
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-So our galaxy has a lot of stars and a lot of planets, doesn’t it? I can see a
lot of stars shining on the screen- says Álvaro.
-That’s right, your galaxy has some 100 billion stars. In order to give you an
idea of how big it is, I can tell you that, to go from one side of it to the
other, you would take 100,000 years travelling at the maximum speed, the
speed of light.
-Wow, it’s enormous!exclaims Alex.
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-Wormhole located, let’s go quickly- interrupts Cimba class oR.
-Get ready guys, we’re going into another shortcut- Copak-c tells them,
pointing to their seats so that they sit down.
-We have to make the most of the wormholes that our computer finds. They
are highly unstable, and as such, it is
dangerous to wait too long, they could
disappear when we are inside and we would
never know where we are in the universePruf Prof explains.
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-Entering the cone- announces Cimba as he looks firmly at the screens.
The spaceship is swallowed once again by a pitch black cone and starts to
fall, fall, fall… Finally it emerges in another part of space, probably a long
way from where they were.
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-We’re out, guys. We’re looking at the group of galaxies that is closest to
yours. It’s called the Local Group of Galaxies- Cimba informs them.
-Are those bright dots the galaxies?- asks Alex.
-Yes, those large dots are galaxies, each
containing billions of stars- explains
Cimba. -It’s incredible isn’t it?

The three boys look at the screen,
barely blinking, gazing at those
galaxies. “And they’re only the nearest
ones…” they think.
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-How many galaxies are there, Pruf Prof?- Álvaro asks.
-Your Local Group of Galaxies is made up of thirty galaxies, but the largest
are the Andromeda galaxy, yours and the Triangulum galaxy.
-Are they all spiral-shaped like ours?- continues Álvaro.
-No, some are spiral-shaped, others are elliptical and others are irregular. Let
me show you the typical galaxy shapes.

elliptical galaxies

spiral galaxies

irregular galaxies
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Alex, as if thinking out loud, says:
-Obviously they are very far apart from each other because if they are that
big and they look far apart now..., it’s difficult to imagine.
-Yes, Alex, the distances are enormous. For example, if you wanted to go to
the Andromeda Galaxy, you would take
over two million years travelling at
the speed of light- Pruf Prof goes
on.
-That’s too much- says Santi.
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-But if these are only the closest galaxies, that means that there are a lot
more which are even further away, doesn’t it?- asks Álvaro.
-Of course, Álvaro- Copak-c replies. -There are lots and lots, we don’t know
how many because the universe is enormous. We estimate that there may be
100 billion galaxies.
-Gosh, so if we multiply the number of galaxies by the stars that there are in
a galaxy like ours, we’ll have the total number of stars.
-Wow, that’s right, just like they taught us in maths- Santi says to Álvaro.
-And what’s the answer?- asks Alex.
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-Perfect Álvaro, that way we can have an approximate answer, that’s what maths
are for as you say,- Pruf Prof replies. -Look at the screen, the result of the
multiplication is:

-And how do you read that number?- asks Alex.
-It’s difficult, isn’t it?- laughs Copak-c. -Well, the number is: ten sextillions.
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-In fact, a larger number has been estimated which is as much as 300
sextillion stars, but we’ll never really know how many stars there are in the
whole universe. Whilst some are forming others are dying. The
universe is continually changing and moving- explains Pruf
Prof.
-A scientist from Earth called Sagan, said that the
total number of stars in the universe is greater than
all of the grains of sand on all of the beaches on your
planet,- Copak-c sums up. -So, that gives you some
idea.-

The three boys are so astonished by these huge
numbers that they cannot understand and barely
react. They just stare at the spaceship’s central screen
in amazement.
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CHAPTER

4

Back home

-Boys, it’s time to go back now- Cimba tells them.
-We have to find a wormhole that will take us close to the solar systemCopak-c says to Cimba.
And the two of them get to work on the computers in order to find one. If
they take too long Álvaro, Alex and Santi will not get back to their bedrooms
by the morning.
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-Have you found anything?- Pruf Prof asks the pilots of the spaceship.
-The computers haven’t found anything yet- Cimba replies, without taking his
eyes off his keyboard.
Pruf Prof starts to become impatient. He considers himself to be responsible
for returning the boys at the agreed time. He knows that they need to
locate a wormhole that will take them close to Earth quickly.
-Nothing, there’s nothing
nearby- says Cimba.
-Don’t worry, boys- says
Copak-c to reassure them
after noticing that the
three young travellers
were fidgeting in their
seats.
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There is silence in the spaceship and only Cimba and Copak-c can be heard
typing at their computers, along with the distant whirring of the spaceship
engines.
Suddenly, the silence is broken by a shout from Cimba:
-Found it, we’ve got one!
What a relief for everyone.
The boys
celebrate, laugh
and start to get
excited about
going home.
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-Great, we’re on our way. Everyone in their seats- orders Pruf Prof.
They all take their seats. The seatbelts fasten automatically once more, and
the spaceship starts to head for the dark cone that was just located by the
computer.
The spaceship is swallowed up
again, but no one seems to mind,
travelling by wormhole is no
longer new to our young galactic
passengers. If anyone on Earth
knew about it… they would not
believe it.
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After a while in darkness, the spaceship reappears close to Saturn’s orbit.
From there the spaceship will travel towards the Earth.
They return to Earth in an hour. The
planet through
all three

boys can now see their beloved
the windows. A smile appears on
faces.
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-Well guys, you have to get back in the small spaceship with Pruf Prof- says
Cimba. -This spaceship cannot get any closer to your planet.
-Thank you both for this fantastic trip- Santi says to Cimba class oR and
Copak-c.
-Goodbye, goodbye- Álvaro and Alex bid them farewell.
-Until the next time- replies Copak-c.
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They all say their goodbyes with big hugs and board the small spaceship with
Pruf Prof, and head for home. Their happiness at being back is mixed with
the sadness that they feel because this amazing voyage has come to an end.
Gradually, the Earth looks bigger and closer from the little yellow spaceship.
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-We’ll drop Santi and Alex off at their houses first and then you, Álvaroexplains Pruf Prof.
-OK- all three reply.
They are now quite tired having stayed up all night.
-It’s just as well that tomorrow is
Sunday and we don’t have to get
up early- laughs Alex.
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When they reach Alex and Santi’s block, they both say goodbye to Pruf Prof
with a big hug.
-Thank you for the trip, it’s been great fun- says Santi. -I’ve loved meeting
you. You are a fantastic extraterrestrial!
-Yes, and what’s more we have learnt loads of things. It’s been amazing- says
Alex.
-I can’t wait to tell Miss Ana on Monday, she won’t believe a
word.
-Bye guys, it’s been a pleasure to have you with us.
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The spaceship moves on to Álvaro’s house. They hover outside his bedroom
window. It’s time to say goodbye.
-Goodbye, Pruf Prof, thanks for the trip, it’s been fantastic. And thanks for
letting me bring my friends. It made the voyage even more fun- says Álvaro.
-Moreover, I met both of your travel
companions. They’re great!-My pleasure, Álvaro. I’m pleased that you
enjoyed the voyage. I have to go now. Until our
next adventure!
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And Álvaro climbed back into bed, very tired but also very happy. Pruf Prof’s
spaceship quickly disappeared into the distance. No doubt he would continue
his voyages with his companions.

Álvaro, Santi and Alex learnt firsthand just how enormous the universe is and
the large amount of galaxies, stars and planets it contains. Its dimensions
make them feel very small.
But in the face of this huge vastness that our three friends have enjoyed,
now back in their beds they feel that they themselves, their families, their
surroundings and, in short, their planet, form part of this universe. A very
important part. And that their destinies have been linked to it forever.
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the end
Now that you have finished reading the book, please
give us your opinion of it.
If you liked it, tell us what you liked best, which other
topics you would like to see in further books, or simply
say hello.
We love to hear from you. Thank you.
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